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Philosophy in the western world is of little meaning and purpose why is this..... Its simple there 

are seven billion people on earth and each have their own "philosophy" on life which is the only 

thing that has meaning to that individual of the subject of life and the process of it in what ways 

grab a persons attention at the time. So what is official Philosophy its just an opinion of life of a 

little more thought out and more evidenced then the average. But so what. Even the best 

Philosophy becomes little more then a debate on its own speculation.  
 

People who study Philosophy usually only do so in post secondary. And they do so as a 

intellectual tool in the greater object of a career in repeating what they learned to other people in 

a university. Ever hear people who study Philosophy talk about Philosophy? Its like talking 

about sports they just trade stat's. If you understand the psychological mechanic's of 

mathematic's you will understand the western mind. Its just a computation the prearranged 

forumla one repeats to a prearranged outcome there is no engagement of any deeper mental 

process. Its just arranging knowledge of facts as objects. That is how ideas are also taught.  
 

 

The only thing that ever matter to you or anyone else in the subject of knowledge in the deepest 

sense was something that grabbed you in the moment and caused that "A HA!" feeling. Most 

Philosophy you agree with is because like opinion's they agree with you right or wrong or 

somewhere in the middle. Philosophy in the current world is just opinion.  
 

 

What is a Philosopher its in the name. Philo, lover of....Sophia the serpent wisdom. Its a person 

who had united the serpent from the root chakra to the crown and opened up the eye of wisdom 

in the mind and obtained Gnosis. This word Gnosis comes from the word for serpent. That is 

what allows one to obtain the real knowing that is the end of all faith, speculation and opinion. 

The Philosophers were highly ascended beings in the spiritual schools.  
 

 

 

 

So what is the point of the best of western Philosophy? That a person must undergo a self 

deconstruction to obtain self realization and then put forth self actualization of that into the 

greater world. But what is the method? That is what Nietzsche speculated on. This can only be 

done thought the process of the serpent power yoga. 
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There is universal truth otherwise there could be no laws of nature that function. However then 

there is people's perceptions of what this could be and how much of such they contain or don't 

hence the need for Gnosis. I don't make the mistake of slipping into sophism on the subject of 

Truth it leads to being lazy which is what nihilism really is, it likes to hide behind relativism as 

well. 
 

 

 

Theli wrote:i think that everything is just an opinion "one truth" and the respect to other 

people is based in the respect of their opinions, but yeah i know (we know) that everything 

that can hurt me or hurt others directly or indirectly now or in a close future (or far) is 

something that do not must to be allowed, our truth is just an opinion for other people "the 

out people" but that people is not different of us under the concept of "human being" except 

the enemy, and yeah i know that concept is pretty limited about our nature in every aspect of 

our reality since the beginning, but the things that our gods see are different to our the things 

that we can see in the perspective own of each reality (in the deeper sense), i think that while 

we are living under this state we cant pretend behave like gods and yes we are better than 

the most in the majority of things, but you know many philosophers were people whose 

lifestyle was pretty superior to the others their were close to that superiority that we pretend 

through our historical knowledge and father Satan teachings in many aspects they were not 

different of us, Volatire, Seneca (i think that he was Neurotic like other intellectuals in the 

history) Rosseau left interesting and constructive knowledge that can be used for contribute 

to the improvement of society and for to "know" the mind of the enemy in many aspects i 

think that is not shit information but yeah !!! the "philosophy" in the modern world (young 

people mainly) is like you are saying and that must to change, thanks for your words. 
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Satan is a living God. He is a fully ascended human Extraterrestrial not a subjective 

experimentation this is well known and documented in the ancient world as well. And how we 

got here. Don't make the mistake of falling into the CoS trap of Satan is anything but a real 

being. Even Lavey admitted Satan is a real and living God. Aquino mentioned this in his own 

writings. The entire original CoS clergy knew this from experience. Lavey also stated the 

Demon's are real beings in his own book. Yet for some reason a lot of CoS people have this 

strange meme they like to repeat that they are Satanist's who don't believe in Satan. This think 

this makes them edgy or something. They just come off as stupid. 
 

 

 

Theli wrote:Yes Sir.! i believe that at the end it's only a matter of time until we are one with 

the Absolute whose supreme "subjective" experimentation is father Satan (according to the 

Hermetic teachings), it is not easy but neither impossible, not for us, thanks to Him, and of 

course, victory is not in the no-action  
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